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For two centuries after their publication, the works of the ‘notorious atheist’ Spinoza were not only never translated into Italian, but their content was known
only through short and often biased summaries drawn mostly from other authors.
The first work by Spinoza to be translated into Italian did not appear until 1875:
this was a translation of the Theological-Political Treatise, the only original
book published during the lifetime of the philosopher. This text shows how Spinoza’s defense of libertas philosophandi is the element that determined and gave
rise to this first Italian translation published for the first time in Italy after the abolition of the Pope’s temporal power and the declaration of freedom of expression
and of the press.
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For two centuries after their publication, the works of the ‘notorious atheist’ Spinoza were not only never translated into Italian,
but their content was known only through short and often biased
summaries drawn mostly from other authors and, above all, from
the entry Spinoza in Pierre Bayle’s Dictionnaire historique et critique.
On the other hand, the inquisitors of the Congregation of the Holy
Office watched carefully over the production and circulation of
books, and the Roman institution condemned Spinoza’s works several times by inserting them in the Index librorum prohibitorum. In
fact, the philosopher’s books were first censored in 1679 and then
again in 1690; not only was their reading banned, but also simply
their possession 1.
The first work by Spinoza to be translated into Italian did not
appear until 1875: this was a translation of the Theological-Political
Treatise, the only book by the philosopher to be published during

1
Cf. P. Totaro, Documenti su Spinoza nell’Archivio del S. Uffizio dell’Inquisizione, “Nouvelles de la République des Lettres”, I (2000), pp. 95-128.
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